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ABSTRACT
We present the results of observations of the TeV binary LS I +61◦ 303 with the VERITAS telescope array between
2008 and 2010, at energies above 300 GeV. In the past, both ground-based gamma-ray telescopes VERITAS and
MAGIC have reported detections of TeV emission near the apastron phases of the binary orbit. The observations
presented here show no strong evidence for TeV emission during these orbital phases; however, during observations
taken in late 2010, significant emission was detected from the source close to the phase of superior conjunction
(much closer to periastron passage) at a 5.6 standard deviation (5.6σ ) post-trials significance. In total, between
2008 October and 2010 December a total exposure of 64.5 hr was accumulated with VERITAS on LS I +61◦ 303,
resulting in an excess at the 3.3σ significance level for constant emission over the entire integrated data set. The
flux upper limits derived for emission during the previously reliably active TeV phases (i.e., close to apastron) are
less than 5% of the Crab Nebula flux in the same energy range. This result stands in apparent contrast to previous
observations by both MAGIC and VERITAS which detected the source during these phases at 10% of the Crab
Nebula flux. During the two year span of observations, a large amount of X-ray data were also accrued on LS
I +61◦ 303 by the Swift X-ray Telescope and the Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer Proportional Counter Array. We
find no evidence for a correlation between emission in the X-ray and TeV regimes during 20 directly overlapping
observations. We also comment on data obtained contemporaneously by the Fermi Large Area Telescope.
Key words: binaries: general – gamma rays: general – X-rays: binaries
Online-only material: color figures
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1. INTRODUCTION
The high-mass X-ray binary LS I +61◦ 303 is one of
only three such systems firmly identified as a source of TeV
gamma rays. Despite many years of observations across the
electromagnetic spectrum, the system remains, in some respects,
poorly characterized. Known to be the pairing of a massive B0
Ve star and a compact object of unknown nature (Hutchings
& Crampton 1981; Casares et al. 2005), LS I +61◦ 303 has
been known historically for its energetic outbursts at radio,
X-ray, GeV, and TeV wavelengths (Gregory et al. 2002; Greiner
& Rau 2001; Harrison et al. 2000; Abdo et al. 2009; Albert
et al. 2008; Acciari et al. 2008), all of these showing correlation
with the 26.5 day orbital cycle of the compact object in its path
around the Be star. According to the most recent radial velocity
measurements, the orbit is elliptical (e = 0.537 ± 0.034), with
periastron passage determined to occur around phaseφ = 0.275,
apastron passage at φ = 0.775, superior conjunction at φ =
0.081, and inferior conjunction at φ = 0.313 (Aragona et al.
2009). The non-thermal behavior of the source is well studied,
yet poorly understood. The radio emission presents a well-
defined periodicity with strong flares occurring periodically near
apastron passage, along with an additional modulation on a
4.6 year timescale (Gregory 2002). The detection of extended
structures in radio observations originally identified LS I +61◦
303 as a potential microquasar, with high energy (HE) emission
produced in jets driven by accretion onto the compact object,
presumably a black hole (Massi et al. 2001). High-resolution
Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) observations indicate that
the radio structures are not persistent, however, and can be more
easily explained by the interaction between a pulsar wind and
the wind of the stellar companion (Dhawan et al. 2006; Albert
et al. 2008), although alternative interpretations are still possible
(Romero et al. 2007; Massi & Zimmerman 2010). The full range
of arguments in favor of LS I +61◦ 303 as a non-accreting pulsar
system has been summarized by Torres et al. (2011).
The X-ray behavior is well studied (see Smith et al. 2009 for a
review), most comprehensively in Torres et al. (2010), in which
the authors present an analysis of Rossi X-ray Timing Explorer
Proportional Counter Array (RXTE–PCA) observations taken
over four years, covering 35 full orbital cycles. They show that,
while the X-ray emission from the source is indeed periodic,
there is variability of the orbital profiles on multiple timescales,
from individual orbits up to years. Additionally, intense X-ray
flares have been observed (Smith et al. 2009; Torres et al. 2010),
during which the flux increases by up to a factor of five and
variability on the timescale of a few seconds is observed. It is
noted, however, that due to the relatively large RXTE–PCA field
of view (∼1◦ FWHM), the possibility that these flares are due
to an unrelated source in the same field cannot be ruled out.
HE (30 MeV–30 GeV) gamma-ray emission, spatially coin-
cident with LS I +61◦ 303, although with large positional errors,
was first detected by COS-B (Hermsen et al. 1977) and, sub-
sequently, by EGRET (Tavani et al. 1998). The detection of a
variable very high energy (VHE; 30 GeV–30 TeV) gamma-ray
source at the location of LS I +61◦ 303 with MAGIC (Albert
et al. 2006), later confirmed by VERITAS (Acciari et al. 2008),
completed the identification of this source as a gamma-ray bi-
nary. The TeV emission reported by both experiments for ob-
servations made prior to 2008 is spread over approximately one
quarter of the orbit, with a peak around apastron (orbital phase
28 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.
φ = 0.775). Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT) observations
provide the definitive HE detection and have revealed a number
of interesting features (Abdo et al. 2009). The HE emission re-
ported in the detection paper (based on observations from 2008
August until 2009 March) is modulated at the orbital period
(peaking slightly after periastron (φ = 0.225)), although recent
results from the LAT show different behavior (see the summary
and discussion). The overall Fermi spectrum shows a sharp ex-
ponential cutoff at 6 GeV.
The existence of orbital modulation in the gamma-ray flux
is often explained by the varying efficiency of the inverse
Compton process around the orbit, although we note that many
alternative explanations exist (see, e.g., Sierpowska-Bartosik
& Torres 2009 for a review). In this scenario, inverse Compton
gamma-ray production along our line of sight is most efficient at
superior conjunction (φ = 0.081), where stellar photons interact
head-on with energetic leptons produced either directly in the
pulsar wind or in the pulsar wind/stellar wind shock interaction
region. The density of stellar photons may also play a role in the
efficiency of gamma-ray production, with the highest density
occurring at periastron. The TeV flux is further modulated by
photon–photon absorption around the orbit, which peaks near
superior conjunction and may dominate over the modulation
effects due to production efficiency at energies above ∼30 GeV.
Orbital modulation of the GeV and TeV fluxes, with large
differences between the light curves observed in each energy
band, is therefore not unexpected. Other effects, for example
Doppler boosting of the emission (Dubus et al. 2010), clumps
in the wind of the Be star (Araudo 2009), tidal disruption of the
accretion disk (Romero et al. 2007), or cascading of HE photons
to lower energies, may also play a role and provide a better fit
of the models to the observations. However, it should be noted
that the orbital inclination of the system is poorly constrained,
and this complicates the modeling of emission from this system.
Substantial effort has been invested in constructing multi-
wavelength data sets on LS I +61◦ 303. Preliminary studies
including TeV data (Acciari et al. 2009; Albert et al. 2008)
combined long-term (multi-orbit) observations at both X-ray
and TeV wavelengths. Acciari et al. (2009) did not detect any
correlation between emission at X-ray and TeV wavelengths
with observations taken by VERITAS, Swift–X-ray Telescope
(XRT), and RXTE–PCA. However, the multiwavelength obser-
vations used were not strictly overlapping, which is problematic
given the observed fast (several seconds) variability in the X-
ray regime detailed in Smith et al. (2009). Further X-ray/TeV
observations reported in Anderhub et al. (2009) detect a corre-
lation between X-ray and TeV emission during a TeV outburst
over a single orbital cycle. While the authors show a correlation
(with a 0.5% probability of being produced from independent
data sets), the longer-scale correlation behavior of the source
outside of the observed flare is not well studied.
In this paper, we summarize the results of VERITAS obser-
vations of LS I +61◦ 303 between 2008 and 2010, including a
comparison with strictly contemporaneous X-ray observations.
These are the first reported TeV observations since the launch
of Fermi in 2008 June, and so they provide an opportunity to
examine the broadband HE (100 MeV–10 TeV) emission from
the source using contemporaneous observations.
2. VERITAS OBSERVATIONS
The VERITAS array of imaging atmospheric Cerenkov tele-
scopes (IACTs), located in southern Arizona (1250 m a.s.l.,
31◦40′N, 110◦57′W), is composed of four, 12 m diameter, 12 m
2
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Table 1
VERITAS Observations of LS I +61◦ 303 in the 2008–2009 Observing Season
MJD Phase Livetime Significance Flux/99% U.L.> 300 GeV
(UTC) (φ) (minutes) σ (10−12 γ cm−2 s−1)
54760.3 0.03 113.6 2.2 <10.1
54761.4 0.07 89.6 1.7 <9.9
54762.3 0.1 90.2 0.6 <6.8
54763.4 0.15 18.1 −0.4 <10.3
54764.2 0.18 111.5 0.5 <4.4
54765.2 0.22 126.9 −1.4 <2.6
54766.2 0.26 90.4 0.2 <5.9
54767.3 0.31 36.1 0.2 <6.9
54768.3 0.35 90.7 0.4 <6.0
54769.3 0.37 109.7 −0.3 <2.9
54770.3 0.41 54.7 −0.9 <4.4
54771.3 0.44 72.8 1.0 <6.5
54772.3 0.48 72.9 1.7 <10.2
54774.3 0.56 90.7 2.7 <9.2
54775.3 0.59 54.1 −0.7 <4.4
54776.3 0.63 162.5 1.5 <4.4
54777.4 0.67 72.5 0.5 <7.2
54778.4 0.71 54.4 −0.8 <5.8
54779.4 0.75 36.5 −0.3 <7.8
54856.1 0.64 102.9 0.4 <6.1
54857.1 0.68 90.5 −1.8 <2.7
54861.1 0.83 95.2 1.1 <7.4
54862.1 0.87 104.0 0.9 <6.8
54863.1 0.91 76.1 1.4 <8.8
focal length telescopes, each with a Davies–Cotton tessellated
mirror structure of 345 mirror facets (total mirror area of 110
m2; Ong et al. 2009). Each telescope focuses Cerenkov light
from particle showers onto a 499 pixel photomultiplier tube
(PMT) camera. The pixels have an angular spacing of 0.◦15,
resulting in a camera field of view of 3.◦5. During the summer
months of 2009, one of the telescopes in the array was relo-
cated, creating a more symmetric array layout and increasing
the sensitivity of the observatory by 30% (Perkins et al. 2009).
In its current configuration, VERITAS is able to detect a source
with a flux of 1% of the steady Crab Nebula flux in under 30 hr.
VERITAS has the capability to detect and measure gamma rays
in the 100 GeV–30 TeV energy regime with an energy res-
olution of 15%–20% and an angular resolution of 0.◦1 (68%
containment) on an event-by-event basis.
The VHE observations presented here were made with
VERITAS between 2008 October and 2010 December, sampling
eight separate orbital cycles of the binary system. The data
comprise 64.5 livetime hours of observations taken with both the
original (33.3 hr) and current (31.2 hr) array configurations. Data
were taken using the complete four-telescope array; Cerenkov
images which trigger two or more telescopes initiate a readout
of the 500 MSpS Flash-ADC data acquisition on each PMT. The
observations were made in “wobble” mode in which the source
is offset from the center of the field of view of the cameras to
maximize efficiency in obtaining both source and background
measurements (Fomin et al. 1994). After eliminating data taken
under variable or poor sky conditions and applying image
cleaning methods to reject images without sufficient signal for
reconstruction, gamma-ray selection cuts were applied to the
data. These selection cuts are based on the image morphology
(Mean Scaled Width and Length), and the angular distance
between the reconstructed position of the source in the camera
plane and the a priori known source location. Cuts were
optimized on simulated data for both the old and new array
Table 2
Same as Table 1, but for the 2009–2010 Observing Season
MJD Phase Livetime Significance Flux/99% U.L.> 300 GeV
(UTC) (φ) (minutes) σ (10−12 γ cm−2 s−1)
55119.3 0.58 128.5 1.6 <7.3
55120.3 0.62 107.1 −0.4 <5.5
55121.3 0.65 161.6 −2.5 <1.6
55122.3 0.69 107.9 0.9 <6.0
55123.3 0.73 18.2 −0.7 <9.4
55124.3 0.77 99.2 1.9 <7.9
55146.2 0.59 146.3 3.4 5.8 ± 1.9
55151.2 0.78 123.2 2.1 <10.0
55175.2 0.69 54.7 −0.7 <6.5
55176.2 0.73 54.6 −0.3 <7.3
55177.2 0.76 18.2 −0.8 <10.3
Table 3
Same as Table 1, but for the 2010–2011 Observing Season
MJD Phase Livetime Significance Flux/99% U.L.> 300 GeV
(UTC) (φ) (minutes) σ (10−12 γ cm−2 s−1)
55455.4 0.26 55.4 1.7 <10.08
55457.4 0.33 18.0 1.4 <18.00
55476.4 0.05 91.7 1.3 <11.4
55477.3 0.09 162.6 5.7 9.23 ± 1.9
55480.3 0.2 54.2 2.3 <19.7
55481.3 0.24 107.9 2.0 <9.3
55482.3 0.28 108.3 −0.3 <4.2
55483.3 0.32 128.1 −0.04 <5.84
55505.3 0.14 36.5 2.7 <23.7
55506.2 0.18 73.3 0.9 <11.09
configurations; the analysis presented here was performed with
cuts optimized for the detection of a moderately weak (5% Crab
Nebula flux) source. The data on LS I+61◦303 were taken over a
relatively small range of elevation angles (55◦–60◦) under dark
skies (little or no moonlight) resulting in an energy threshold
for these observations of 300 GeV.
In the entire integrated data set of 64.5 hr, 176 excess events
above background were detected, corresponding to a 3.3σ
statistical excess for steady emission, which does not constitute a
significant detection. In Tables 1–3 and Figures 1–3 the results of
the three years’ observations are shown. For observations (both
nightly, and binned by orbital phase) which did not exhibit a
pre-trials excess above 3σ , 99% confidence level flux upper
limits are calculated using the Helene method (Helene 1983).
For nightly observations, these limits are typically on the order
of (3–10) × 10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 above 300 GeV or 3%–8%
of the steady Crab Nebula flux. When binned by orbital phase,
the limits extend down to (2–6) ×10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 above
300 GeV or 2%–5% of the Crab Nebula. Particularly striking
is the distinct lack of strong TeV emission during the apastron
phases of φ = 0.5–0.8 as these are the orbital phases during
which both MAGIC and VERITAS have previously detected
strong (10%–20% Crab Nebula) emission.
Unexpectedly, in late 2010, gamma-ray emission from the
source was detected over a region of the binary orbit previously
undetected by TeV instruments (Ong et al. 2010). From 2010
September 17 to November 7 (MJD 55455–55507), a total
of 13.9 hr on LS I +61◦ 303 were accumulated resulting in
the detection of 129 excess events above background. This
constitutes a detection at the 5.6σ post-trials significance level
(5.7σ pre-trials significance with two trials for two sets of
analysis cuts: standard analysis cuts and an analysis tailored
3
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Figure 1. TeV flux upper limits from VERITAS (black points and arrows) compared to contemporaneous X-ray fluxes as measured by Swift–XRT (crosses) and
RXTE–PCA (open circles). The bottom panel shows the integrated result from the two measured orbital cycles observed from 2008 October to 2009 February.
VERITAS flux measurements with less than 3σ pre-trials significance are shown as 99% confidence flux upper limits. The shaded regions indicate observations which
had directly overlapping X-ray measurements by either RXTE or Swift.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
for harder spectrum sources). During phases 0.0–0.1 (close to
superior conjunction at phase 0.081) the source was observed
for a total of 4.2 hr. During this time a total of 66 excess events
were recorded, corresponding to a 4.8σ post-trials (5.4σ pre-
trials) significance (accounting for twenty trials accumulated
by analyzing the data in 10 orbital phase bins with two
sets of analysis cuts). Since this detection consists of too
few events to construct a differential energy spectrum with
comparable statistics to those previously published, we assume
a spectral index of Γ = 2.6 (Acciari et al. 2008) in order
to produce absolute fluxes. The source flux was measured as
(6.86 ± 1.45) × 10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 above 300 GeV, or
approximately 5% of the Crab Nebula flux in the same energy
range. The source presented the highest observed flux on 2010
October 8 (MJD 55477, φ = 0.07) with 57 excess events
detected in 2.8 hr of observations, corresponding to a 5.2σ
post-trials (5.7σ pre-trials) significance, accounting for 20 trials
accumulated by analyzing 10 individual nights with two sets
of analysis cuts to search for the maximal flux. During these
observations the source flux was measured as (9.23 ± 1.9) ×
10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 above 300 GeV or approximately 7%
of the Crab Nebula flux.
It should be noted that after appropriate statistical trials are
taken into account (for binning on nightly and orbital timescales)
the detection during phase 0.0–0.1 and on 10/08/10 stand as
the only statistically significant detections published by any TeV
instrument since 2007. The fact that these detections were made
over a region of the orbit not previously suspected to be an active
TeV phase is of particular interest.
3. X-RAY OBSERVATIONS
The RXTE–PCA (Swank 1994) and Swift–XRT (see
Gehrels et al. 2004; Burrows et al. 2005) data presented
here were both obtained from the public data archive at
http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/ and analyzed using the HEASOFT
(v6.9) package (Blackburn 1995). For RXTE–PCA analysis,
standard data quality selection and screening (using the “rex”
script in FTOOLS) was performed. All available data were
extracted using only the top layer of Proportional Counting
Unit 2 in each observation. The XSPEC 12.6 software package
(Arnaud 1996) was used to fit spectra with a simple absorbed
power law, assuming a fixed absorbing hydrogen column den-
sity (NH) of 0.75 × 1022 cm−2 (Kalberla et al. 2005) between
3 and 10 keV and to extract fluxes in the 2–10 keV range.
Fluxes were then deabsorbed using the Wisconsin photoelectric
cross sections (Morrison & McCammon 1983), or the “wabs”
model within XSPEC. Also, given that the PCA instrument on
RXTE is known to give larger fluxes (on the order of 20%) on the
same source than other more precise instruments (Tomsick et al.
1999), all the PCA fluxes quoted here have been reduced by a
factor of 1.18 in order to provide a more accurate comparison
to the Swift–XRT analysis.
For the Swift–XRT analysis, all data shown here were ac-
cumulated in “photon counting mode” and analyzed using the
most recent Swift–XRT analysis tools with the HEASOFT 6.2
package. The data were screened with standard filtering criteria
and reduced using the xrtpipeline task. Background and source
spectra were accumulated from each individual observation us-
ing circular regions of radius 60′′ and 20′′, respectively. XSPEC
12.6 was used to fit accrued spectra in the 0.3–10 keV range
using a simple, absorbed power law with the galactic hydrogen
column density fixed at 0.75 × 1022 cm−2. Flux values and as-
sociated 1σ statistical errors were then calculated by integrating
the fitted spectra over the 2–10 keV range.
Flux values as seen by both instruments (Figures 1–3)
show a high degree of variability with values of (2–25) ×
10−12 erg cm−2 s−1, consistent with other observations of
4
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Figure 2. Same as Figure 1, but for the 2009–2010 observing season.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
LS I +61◦ 303 with RXTE–PCA and Swift–XRT (i.e., Acciari
et al. 2009).
Since variability of the X-ray emission from LS I +61◦
303 has been demonstrated on various timescales, we select
only data in the two bands which were directly overlapping
in time, so as to provide an accurate test for any correlation
with VHE emission. Additionally, all of the simultaneous
X-ray observations were first checked to confirm that there was
no evidence for X-ray variability within the observation. There
are twenty simultaneous observations taken in both X-ray and
TeV (gray shaded regions) in the data sets examined here; eight
from RXTE–PCA observations and twelve from the Swift–XRT
observations. As can be seen in Figure 4, while the X-ray flux
varies significantly, none of the points correspond to a significant
TeV detection. A test for correlation between the two data sets
results in a Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient of
−0.03 ± 0.23, which is consistent with two uncorrelated data
sets.
We note that the TeV exposures are typically significantly
longer than the corresponding X-ray observations. This is
unavoidable, given the requirement that the TeV exposure be
sufficient to achieve a useful sensitivity; however, it introduces
the possibility that the (unmeasured) X-ray flux may have varied
considerably within the TeV observation.
To test whether the correlation between X-ray and TeV emis-
sion presented in Anderhub et al. (2009) would have been mea-
surable in the data presented here, we compared the Ander-
hub correlation fit between X-ray and TeV data points to our
data. This fit, along with the Anderhub data points from which
it was derived, is shown in Figure 4. Since the energy range
of our X-ray observations was different than that presented in
Anderhub et al. (2–10 keV versus 0.3–10 keV), we have con-
verted the Anderhub fit to our energy range. This modifica-
tion was derived by scaling the 0.3–10 keV flux range along
a spectral fit with index of Γ = 1.6 (consistent with spectral
measurements of the source found in Anderhub et al. 2009).
Using this method, we arrive at a line fit of F(2–10 keV)
[10−12 erg cm−2 s−1] = (7.8 ± 0.6) + (0.45 ± 0.1) ×
N (E > 300 GeV) [10−12 cm−2 s−1]. According to this
relation, the highest observed X-ray flux of (14.7 ± 0.7) ×
10−12 erg cm−2 s−1 leads to an expected TeV flux above 300 GeV
of 15.3+7.1−5.2 × 10−12 photons cm−2 s−1 or approximately 10% of
the Crab Nebula flux. For the overlapping observation in ques-
tion, VERITAS observed the source for a total of 56 minutes
and measured a negative fluctuation of events relative to back-
ground corresponding to a 99% Helene flux upper limit of 3.3 ×
10−12 photons cm−2 s−1, a factor of 4.6 lower than the predicted
value.
We note that this flux prediction does not take into account the
uncertainty in what VERITAS would have actually measured in
the observation time quoted. However, even under conservative
estimates of VERITAS sensitivity (5σ detection of a 5% Crab-
type source in ∼1 hr), a source on the level predicted by
the Anderhub correlation used here would likely have yielded
5
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 1, but for the 2010–2011 observing season.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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Figure 4. Comparison of the strictly simultaneously observed TeV and X-ray
fluxes seen by VERITAS and Swift/RXTE, along with the data points and
associated correlation fit from Anderhub et al. (2009).
strong evidence for a signal detection in the given observation
livetime.
4. CONTEMPORANEOUS FERMI-LAT GeV
OBSERVATIONS
We performed aperture photometry on the Fermi-LAT data
set covering LS I +61◦ 303 for the periods during which
VERITAS accrued observations from 2008 to 2010. Using the
publicly available Fermi analysis tools and an aperture radius
of 2.◦4 (found to be optimal for this source in Abdo et al.
2009), we extracted the 100 MeV–300 GeV counts from the
source in 26.5 day bins, and we used the gtexposure tools
to calculate the exposure for each bin. Figure 5 shows the
result of this analysis (without any background subtraction
performed) along with the time periods during which VERITAS
observed the source highlighted in gray regions. During each
of the VERITAS observation windows indicated in the figure,
VERITAS observed the source for typically 1–2 hr per night.
The periods during which VERITAS successfully detected LS I
+61◦ 303 in late 2010 (last three shaded regions in Figure 5) do
not correspond to significantly higher or lower GeV flux than
the previously observed regions during which VERITAS did not
detect the source.
5. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We have presented the results of TeV observations of the
Galactic binary LS I +61◦ 303 made with the VERITAS array
from 2008 October until 2010 December. These observations
covered eight separate 26.5 day orbital cycles with coverage
(though not uniform) of all orbital cycles. A comparison with
previous observations of this source is useful. In Figure 6 all
three years of observations presented in this paper, along with the
previously obtained detections by both VERITAS and MAGIC
(Acciari et al. 2008, 2009; Albert et al. 2008), are shown. In this
figure, we plot only points from previous observations that had
detections above 3σ along with the currently obtained flux upper
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Figure 5. GeV flux observed by Fermi-LAT from LS I +61◦ 303 (with no background subtraction performed). The gray shaded regions show the times during which
VERITAS observed the source during 2008–2010.
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Figure 6. Observations presented in this paper (solid lines) along with previous
observations (dashed lines) from Acciari et al. (2008, 2009) and Albert et al.
(2008). Only detections at a significance larger than 3σ are shown from previous
observations.
limits and detection near periastron. The previously published
fluxes quoted at a different energy threshold were converted to
>300 GeV fluxes using a spectral index of −2.5, consistent
with published spectra of the source (Acciari et al. 2009). The
data shown here do not indicate any significant evidence for
TeV emission during the orbital phases previously detected
by VERITAS and MAGIC (i.e., near apastron passage), with
flux upper limits derived which are ∼2–3 times lower than
the previously detected emission. Instead, the source has been
detected for the first time during orbital phases 0.0–0.1, close
to superior conjunction (at φ = 0.081). A further implication
of these observations is that there is no direct evidence that
the process responsible for the detected Fermi-LAT emission
continues beyond the published 6 GeV cutoff: all published
spectra show only non-contemporaneous data.
An important caveat to these points is that we cannot rule
out the existence of near-apastron TeV emission during the
2008–2010 timeframe. As is the case with all TeV observa-
tions, the sampling of the VHE flux from LS I +61◦ 303 was
unavoidably limited, with observations taking place separated
by days and only for integrations lasting several hours. Further-
more, since the orbital period of LS I +61◦ 303 (∼27 days)
is very close to the lunar cycle, full-orbit observations of LS I
+61◦ 303 with ground-based TeV telescopes are limited by their
inability to observe during bright moon phases. The observa-
tions sampled only 8 orbits out of 27 covered by these two
years, and observations in 2009–2010 focused exclusively on
orbital phases φ = 0.5–0.8. This leaves open the possibility
that the source was active at VHE in some of the unobserved
orbits during apastron passage. Also, the possibility exists that
the sampling provided by the VERITAS observations simply
missed the significant TeV activity.
We have also presented both contemporaneous and directly
overlapping X-ray observations taken with Swift–XRT and
RXTE–PCA. The 20 directly overlapping X-ray observations do
not show any evidence for correlation with the TeV emission.
This stands in contrast somewhat to the result of Anderhub et al.
(2009), in which a correlation was detected between X-ray and
TeV emission. However, the result of Anderhub et al. (2009)
was obtained during a TeV outburst covering 60% of a single
orbit, and this paper makes no claim of longer-term correlation
between the two emission bands. We see no evidence for such
a correlation during the observations taken here, which were
obtained over several different orbital cycles.
During the 2008–2010 period, the GeV flux was monitored by
Fermi-LAT. Dubois et al. (2011) have shown that the most recent
Fermi-LAT GeV observations showed a marked flux increase, of
∼40%, in 2009 March, after which the previously clear orbital
GeV flux modulation is no longer measurable. The result of
Torres et al. (2010) shows that while the X-ray periodicity of
the source is well defined, it is not entirely stable; the degree
of modulation, and the phase of the peak of the emission, varies
from orbit-to-orbit and year-to-year. These results, compounded
by the TeV measurements in this paper, indicate that the non-
thermal emission from LS I +61◦ 303 is not as stable as its
southern hemisphere counterpart, LS 5039.
Torres et al. (2011) have suggested that the GeV emission
characteristics can be simply explained by invoking a two-
component model, where the observed flux is the result of
magnetospheric (pulsar) emission, plus a wind contribution
produced either in the inter-wind region and/or the pulsar wind
zone. The magnetospheric contribution would be steady and
exhibit a sharp spectral cutoff at ∼6 GeV, while the wind
contribution would be expected to vary naturally with orbital
phase. If the rate of particle acceleration is the main factor
determining the GeV and TeV fluxes, then the observations
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reported here do not seem to support this idea in its simplest
form. Since the wind component is expected to be sensitive to
orbital modulation, and it provides the primary contribution to
the TeV emission, the GeV flux increase since 2009 March
should naturally lead to a larger fraction of the flux being
modulated with the orbital period, and to increased TeV flux.
The opposite of both of these effects is observed. Other factors
may affect this conclusion, however; for example, increased
inverse Compton cooling may cause the spectrum to steepen,
enhancing the GeV flux and decreasing the TeV flux. The system
may also have moved into a state where the Compton process
has saturated, and the output spectrum is largely independent
of the input photon flux, thus explaining the disappearance of
orbital modulation.
How can this apparent long term variability be explained?
The results of radio monitoring (Gregory 2002) show a definite
modulation of the phase and peak flux density of the radio
outbursts with a period of 1667 ± 8 days. In Gregory & Neish
(2002) this effect is attributed to a model where a pulsar is
embedded in a coplanar fashion within the equatorial disk of the
Be star. The long term modulation then results from periodic
enhancements of the stellar wind density within the disk. If
this is the case, and the HE–VHE emission results from the
same particle population as the radio emission, then perhaps
the long term variation in these bands is not unexpected. It
certainly seems likely, given the contrast with the stability of
the orbital light curves of LS 5039 (Kishishita et al. 2009;
Aharonian et al. 2006; Abdo et al. 2009), that variations in
the circumstellar environment of the Be star play an important
role in determining the variability of the observed emission.
Sensitive TeV observations of LS I +61◦ 303 began only in 2005
September, while Fermi was launched in 2008 June. Continued
monitoring over the coming years from X-ray to TeV will allow
us to probe longer-term cycles, to study the cross-correlations
in more detail and to characterize the emission spectra more
precisely.
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